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Security Requirements
●

Transport - Must run over a protocol that provides mutual
authentication, conﬁdentiality and integrity. e.g., QUIC, TLS

●

Indistinguishability - A passive network observer should not be
able to distinguish an IP session from regular encrypted HTTPS
Web traﬃc.

●

Authentication - In addition to authentication provided by
transport, must have the ability to mutually authenticate during the
establishment of an IP session by way of e.g., OAuth token or
vendor-speciﬁc auth.

●

Identity - Endpoints should use a cryptographically authenticated
identiﬁer to determine the identity of their peer.

Session Requirements
●

Establishment - Allow a client to request an IP session along with
conﬁguration options. Server may accept/deny client's request at
its discretion.

●

Proxy IP Packets - The protocol will establish Data Transports
(either using QUIC DATAGRAM or STREAM frames), which will be
able to forward IP packets, in their unmodiﬁed entirety. Will
support both IPv6 and IPv4.

●

Multiplexing - Multiple independent IP sessions should be
supported over a single HTTP connection.

●

Support HTTP/2 & HTTP/3 - Should strongly prefer H3 (using QUIC
DATAGRAM frames), but allow support for H2 in cases where UDP
is unavailable.

Session Requirements (cont.)
●

Reliable Transmission - While generally desirable to transmit IP
packets unreliably, the protocol will provide a mechanism to allow
forwarding some packets reliably.

●

Flow Control - The protocol will allow the ability to proxy IP packets
without ﬂow control, at least when HTTP/3 is in use.

●

Load Balancing - If using streams, both client & server should be
permitted to create additional streams -- allowing multi-threaded
servers to support increasing throughput.

Configuration Requirements
●

MTU Negotiation - Endpoints will be allowed to negotiate the MTU
in use over the IP session.

●

IP Assignment - Either client or server may request to be assigned
an IP address range. In response, the peer will respond with an IP
address range of its choosing.

●

Route Negotiation - At any point in an IP session, both client and
server may request to advertise a set of routes to its peer. In
response, the peer can reply with a subset of routes that it is willing
to accept, or deny the request.

●

Extensibility - The protocol will provide a mechanism by which
clients and servers can add extension information to the exchange
that establishes the IP session, and convey extension information
at any point in the lifetime of the IP session.

Out of Scope
●

Addressing Architecture - This protocol will only consider proxying
of IP packets. It will have no opinions about how the IPs assigned
are determined or managed.

●

Translation - Network Address Translation (NAT) or any other
modiﬁcation to packets they forwarded using this protocol is out
of scope.

●

IP Packet Extraction - How packets are forwarded between the IP
proxying connection and the physical network is out of scope.
This is deliberately not speciﬁed and will be left to individual
implementations.

